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Across
1. Opportunity for article linking national
honour and the established church (6)
4. Powerless aircraft seen as scale is removed
from broken hotplate (6)
8. Inability to speak from phonograph on Ian’s
inventory (7)
10. Queen leaves game making derisive gesture!
(5)
11. Fellow replacing Jack on the bench brings
soft candy (5)
12. Declaration sounding like an unimpeded
utterance (6)
14. ”— thee …” to the first of June, perhaps?
(5,1,7)
17. Its lease has all to short a date! (6)
19. Japanese drama is eastern sound (5)
22. An Indian tailor initially drove us round
Zanzibar Island (5)
23. Endless Formica characterizes this dwelling
(7)
24. Flowering rhododendron seen in a South
Africa meadow (6)
25. It’s close and heavy on the Italian Rugby
touchdown! (6)
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Down
1. Crustacean appears to seek indirectly after
light-speed beam (8)
2. I am immersed in a doctorate on greenfly!
(5)
3. Cavalry officer with broken lance has to hide
(7)
5. Nothing after girl brings rope (5)
6. Couturier meeting Portugese nurse causes a
scene (7)
7. Debauchee with inclination to accumulate
(4)
9. Academician at University College has song
describing a prickly tree! (9)
13. Assign resources in a dfferent way as a
stratagem, following advice (8)
15. Vessels seen in water at head of estuary (7)
16. Algonquin Great Spirit shows man
computers and the Open University! (7)
18. There I was, in the middle of a place where
it’s easy to get lost; but I found some
sweetcorn (5)
20. Fool! There I was (again!) caught between
rediscovering my identity and occupational
therapy! (5)
21. Just a thought: Boise, perhaps — then East
Africa (4)
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